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ABSTRACT 

We propose to incorporate a whiteboard into a projector- 
camera system. The whiteboard serves as the writing sur- 
face (input) as well as the projecting surface (output). The 
ability to write and draw on top o f  computer-projected con- 
tent opns up many new opportunities for real-time collab- 
orations between people located on-site and remotely. Such 
applications inevitably require extracting handwritings from 
video images that contain both handwritings and the pro- 
jected content. By analogy with echo cancellation in au- 
dio conferencing, we call this problem visuul echo cancel- 
btioii .  This paper presents one approach to accomplish the 
task. Our visual echo cancellation algorithm estimates the 
incident light and derive thc surface albedo based on both 
incident light and refection. By estimating the albedo, we 
can extract thc writings and recover their colors. Our ap- 
proach includes two hasic components of projector-camera 
systems: geometric calibration and color calibration. The 
first one solves the mapping between the position in the 
camera view and the position in the projector screen, while 
the second one solves the mapping hetween the actual color 
of the projected content and that seen by the camera. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

During the past few years we witnessed the transformation 
of video canieras and projectors from cxpensive lab equip- 
ments to affordable consumer products. This triggers many 
human-computer interaction systems that incorporate both 
the large-scale display provided by the projector and intelli- 
gent feedback from one or more cameras [I, 2, 3,4,5]. On 
the other hand. the whiteboard is still an indispensable part 
of  many meetings (including lecturing, presentation and 
brainstorming), because i t  provides a large shared space for 
the participants to focus their attention and exchange their 
ideas spontaneously [6, 71. One can write or draw hisher 
idea on it with an easily accessible marker. Therefore we 
propose to integrate the whiteboard into a projector-camera 
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system by using i t  as both the writing surface and the pro- 
jecting surface. Several immcdiate advantages are: 

Computer presentations (such as PowerPoint) and 
whiteboard discussions are seamlessly integrated into 
one session. Meeting attendees wi l l  not be distracted 
by switching From the screen to the whiteboard, and 
vice versa. 

Such a system enables local and remote attendees to 
collaborate with each other on a shared workspace. Lo- 
CAI attendees have a much more natural writing surface 
than most commercial large display products. 

Most importantly, the system can be easily deployed 
on top of current meeting environments. It i s  therefore 
much more economical than most large display prod- 
ucts that requires installing expensive cquipments and 
accessories. 

The idea o f  integrating a writing surface into projector- 
camcrasystemsdateshack to 1991 [8,9, IO, I I, 12, 13, 141. 
Most of them targeted at remote sketching in the office 
desk scenarios while our proposed application i s  more uni- 
versal in that the user can use the whiteboard as a writ- 
ing/drawing/anotating desktop as well  as a presentation 
screen for both on-sire and remote collaborations. 

In our case, since the captured video contains both writ- 
ings on the physical whiteboard and contents projected from 
the computer, i t  is very important to separate whiteboard 
writings from the projected contents. Some o f  the benefits 
are: 

1. I t  dramatically reduces the bandwidth requirement for 
teleconferencing, because both extracted writing and 
the computer-projected contents can k transmitted 
with very low bandwidth. comparing with the original 
mixed video. since the video i s  affected by shadow and 
lighting variation. 

2. I t  considerably improves the remote users’ experience 
in teleconferencing in several ways, to be discussed be- 
low. 
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3. Extracted writings are essential for archiving and 
Writing on the whitebaord browsing meetings of 

usually indicates an iiiqmrtant went in a meeting. 

4. By feeding the results to an OCR (Optical Character 
Recognition) system, the meeting archive can be more 
easily accessed and transferred into other forms. 

By analogy with echo cancellation in audio conferencing, 
wecall this problemvisual echocancellation. This problem 
is  related to, but more complicated than the task of extract- 
ing writing from a clean background that appears in prwi- 
ous works [12, 151. 

Visual Echo, by strict de nition, is  the appearance of the 
projected contents viewed by the camera. Visual Echo Can- 
cellation is  de ned as extracting the physical writings from 
thevideo containing both the writings and thevisual echoes. 
In  order to achiwe this goal, we need an accurate pedic- 
tion of the appearance of the computer projected content as 
viewed by the camera. This requires two basic components: 

1. Geometric calibration: It concerns the mapping be- 
tween the position in the camera view and the position 
in the projector screen. 

2. Colorcalibration: Itconcernsthemapping betweenthe 
actual color of the projected content and that seen by 
the camera. 

For geometric calibration, we assume that both camera 
and projector are linear projective, and implement a rc- 
tust  accurate and simple technique by leveraging the fact 
that the projector can actively project the patterns we want 
For color calibration, we model pixels on the visual echo 
as independent Gaussian random variables and propose a 
lookuptablebased approach. Note that both components 
are useful for other projector-camera systems. 

Researches on the basic techniques of geometric calibra- 
tion date back to 1986 [16,171. They have been widely a p  
plied in projector-camera systems, ranging from virtual en- 
vironment scenarios [18, 51 to presentation scenarios [2, 31. 

Although color calibration has been studied in the cot+ 
text of achiwing photometric uniformity, our application 
requires most accurate chromatic estimation between the 
original system color and the visual echo, while pwious 
m&& mainly attack intensity variations among multiple 
projectors. 

The remainder of the paw is organized as follows. 
Section 2 gives an overview of our pojector-camera- 
whiteboard system. Section 3 describes thegeometric cali- 
bration. Section 4 introduces our color calibration method. 
Section 5 describes our visual echo cancellation methcd. 
Section 6 provides experimental results in both quantitative 
and visual forms. Section 7 summaries our contribub'ons 
and limitations of the system. 

2. A PROJECT OR -C A M E R A-W H IT  E BOARD 
SYSTEM 

Figure 1 illustrates how our pojector-camera-whiteboard 
system works. The local meeting rmm is equipped with a 
projector, a camera, and a whiteboard. The projector and 
the camera are rigidly attached to each other, although the 
oretically they can be positioned anywhere as long as the 
projector projects on the whiteboard and the camera sees 
the whole pojection area. The projector and the camera 
are linked to a computer, and the computer i s  connected to 
thecommunication network. Remoteattendees alsoconnect 
their computers to the communication network. 

A presentation could be PowerPoint slides, a speadsheet 
a PDF le, etc. The data stream for the pesentation i s  d e  
noted by " P " in the gure. Remote attendees may annotate 
the presentation and the annotation stream is  denoted by 
"A". Both"P" and"A"  aremixedtogether beforesending 
to the projector for pojecting on the whiteboard. During 
the presentation, the pesenter or other local attendees may 
write or draw on the whiteboard. The camera captures both 
the projected content and the writings. Through geometric 
and color calibrations, the system predicts the appearance 
of the projected "P " and " A "  viewed by the camera, i.e., 
thevisual echo. Thevisual EchoCancellation d u l e t r i e s  
to extract only the writings on the whiteboard denoted by 
"W", by subaactingthepredictedvisual echofromthelive 
video. A t  the remote side, the pesentation stream "P " and 
the whiteboard writing stream "W" are mixed before dis- 
playing on the computer. 

3. GEOMETRIC CALIBRATION 

Assuming that both camera and projector are linear projec- 
tiveandthatthewhiteboardsurfaceis planar, itcanbeeasily 
shown that the mapping between a point in the camera view 
and a point in the pojector screen i s  a homcgraphy, and can 
bedescribedbya3f 3matrixH de neduptoascalefactor. 
Theideaof geometriccalibrationis toleveragethefactthat 
the projector can actively project the patterns we want The 
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whole process takes less than 2 minutes and is  only neces- 
sary when camera is  moved with respect to the projector. 
The main steps are 1. Sequentially project N (N = 40 in 
our implementation) rectangles and simultaneously capture 
their images using a xed camera. 2. Detect the 4 corners 
of each rectangle in the images. 3. Use the 4 f N d e  
tected corners and their corresponding known positions in  
the projector space to esti mate the homography between the 
projector screen and the image plane of the camera. 

4. COLOR CALIBRATION 

For visual echo cancellation, for a given pixel in  the pojec- 
tor space we know its corresponding position in the camera 
space through geometric calibration described above; fur- 
thermore, we need to know what the corresponding color 
should look like in the captured video, and this i s  the task of 
color calibration. Note that the same color in the projector 
space appears different in the camera, depending wherethe 
color i s  pojected on the whiteboard. This is  because the 
projector lampdces not produceuniform lights, thelighting 
in the room is ering and not uniform, and the white 
board surface iiokot Lambedan. Therefore, color calibra- 
tion should be b t h  color- and psitiomdependent 

Bdow are the main steps for color calibration: 1. Quan- 
tize the RGB color space into 9 f 9 f 9 = 729 bins. 
2. Project each quantized color over the whole display r e  
gion and capture its image in synchronization. We store n 
(n = 5) frames for each color. 3. Rectify using the geo 
metric calibration and divide the display region evenly into 
32 € 32 = 1024 rectangular blocks. 4. Calculate the mean 
andvarianceof eachcolorineachblock acrossthen frames. 

Inthis way, webuildalookuptableforthe729quantized 
colors at each of the 1024 blocks. Note that the spatial di- 
mensionality is  necessary because the same projected color 
will have different appearance at  different position, as the 
second row in Figure 3 shows. 

Givenan arbitrary display content weestimate thevisual 
echo E by: rst substituting each pixel with its correspon- 
dent mean color in  the lookup taMe', and then backward- 
warping it to the camera vim. To estimate the error bund  
for each pixel, we also lookup and warp the variance of the 
incident illumination of each pixel to get a pixel-wisevari- 
ance map V . 

5. VISUAL ECHO CANCELLATION 

Figure2 showsthe wchartof thevisual echocancdlation 
process. 0 

By writingdrawing with a paint marker on the white 
board we actually change the surface albedo of the white- 

'Fmcdar~minthetable, weuselinearintwpdati~ofthetwonear- 
est bins. 

bard, and subsequently change the re Therefore 
extracting the writings b i l s  dayn to defiming the changes 
of the surface albedo. 

Assuming all the images are geometrically aligned, and 
denoting the incident light map by P I  the surface albedo 
of the whiteboard by A, the pixel-wise color transformb 
tion due the camera sensor by C , and the visual echo by 
E ,  we have E = C f A f P . If nothing i s  written on the 
whiteboard. then the captured image I should be equal to 
E .  If there is  any thing written on the whiteboard, the sur- 
face albedo changes, and i s  denoted by R. The captured 
image can then be described by I = C f Rf P .  We can 
compute the albedo change by estimating the albedo ratio 
a =  R=A ofthepixel[x;ylincolorchanndc2 fR;G;Bg, 
which i s  given by alx;yl;c = *. Note that writings on 

the whiteboard absorb the lights, so K .  A, and in conse- 
quencea[x;yl;E . 1. 

Based on the albedo a, we can detect the writings and 
recover their colors. The albedo for the whiteboard region 
withoutwritingsshouldbe 1. Assumingthesensornoiseon 
the albedo is additive and has a zeremean Gaussian distri- 
h i o n  with variance g, we choose the following decision 
rule among various options based on experimental evalub 
tions: 

Pixel [x; y l  belongs to the Written region if and only if 

b . I  1ir 

Notethat thedecision rule i s  onesided. because, as men- 
tionedearlier, thealbedoratiofor written whitebardregion 
i s  less than or equal to 1. 

For each pixel [x; y] belonging m the written region, we 
can recover the writings with their colors as W[x;yl;c = 
a[x:yi;cf 255, assumingthecolor intensity rangesfromoto 
255. Practically, due to the noise in  geometric calibration, 
I and E are not exactly aligned. The 1 to 2 pixel errors are 
most evident near strong edges in  E .  Therefore in written 
region segmentation, we rst apply an erosion on E , which 
ilxreases the dark region. Thus the pixels near the dark r e  
gionsinE havehigherA andarelesslikely beclassi edas 
written region. This pepmessing reduces error because in 
order to make their writings more visible, most users p re  
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fer to write on top of brighter background instead of darker 
background. 

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We tested our geometric calibration method using various 
projectors and video cameras, under both arti cia1 lighting 
and natural lighting conditions. The tting error for solving 
the homography based on correspondences ranges from 0.3 
to 0.7 pixels. 

For color calibration, we use a SONY projector and 
EV130 camera. Comparing the estimated visual echo E 
with the actual captured image I , the average error is around 
3 (thecolor intensity range is  0 )) 255). The majority of the 
discrepmry i s  around the regions with strong edges, due to 
the noise in geometric calibration. 

* '....%& 
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Fig 3. ExpcEmmnlal mutts  k ~ r  '&a~ual E h  Ciinzcilatlcui 

Figure 3 shows the visual echo cancellation results on 
various backgrounds. Onecan see that majority of the writ- 
ings are recovered The only exceptions are the parts on top 
of the extreme complex background contents like texts in 
the presentation slides. Howwer, the user rarely write over 
texts. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

We have de ned the problem of visual echo cancellation in 
projector-camera-whiteboard systems and proposed a solw 
tion using both geometric calibration and color calibration. 
Visual echo cancellation has wideapplications in real-time 
collaboration tasks, both owsite and remotely. The algo 
rithm is  tested on various backgrounds and display contents, 
and good results areachiwed. 

Both geometric and color calibrations could be used for 
other purposes. The geometric calibration technique has 
actually been integrated into our projector-camera based 
human-computer-interaction system, which tracks the im 
age position of the laser dot to command the mouse cursor 
on the display screen. 

For color calibration, projecting and capturing 729 f n 
(= 3645 when n = 5 ) frames at 10 fps (to ensure poject- 

~ 
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ing and capturing are synchronized) takes about 6 minutes. 
Fortunately, it is an off-line process, and only needs to be 
done once. 
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